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a b s t r a c t

E-Sourcing software has become an integral part of electronic commerce. Beyond the use of single-lot
auction formats, there has been an emerging interest in using e-sourcing software for complex negotia-
tions. Procurement markets typically exhibit scale economies leading to various types of volume dis-
counts which are in wide-spread use in practice. The analysis of bids in such negotiations typically
leads to computationally hard optimization problems. Scenario analysis describes a process, in which
procurement managers compute different award allocations as a result of different allocation constraints
and parameters that they put in place. This paper discusses an optimization model and computational
methods which allow for effective scenario analysis with allocation problems in the presence of different
types of discount policies and allocation constraints. The model reduces the number of parameter set-
tings to explore considerably. The models are such that they can often not be solved exactly for realistic
problem sizes in practically acceptable time frames. Therefore, we provide results of numerical experi-
ments using exact algorithms and heuristics to solve the problem. We find that RINS and Variable Neigh-
borhood Search can be effectively used in traditional branch-and-cut algorithms for this problem. Overall,
new computational approaches allow procurement managers to evaluate offers even in markets with a
complex set of volume discounts and multiple allocation constraints.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Electronic auctions and requests for quotes play a central role in
the sourcing operations of companies today (Limberakis 2012).
Also, much research in electronic commerce has focused on the
electronic sourcing markets (Amelinckx et al. 2008) and the design
of procurement auction formats and bid evaluation algorithms
(Sun and Sadeh 2009; Ray et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2011). Our pa-
per contributes to this line of research, and is also motivated by the
increasing popularity of mathematical optimization in e-sourcing
practice (Limberakis 2012).

Volume discounts are ubiquitous in such procurement negotia-
tions and a result of economies of scale that a supplier experiences.
For example, a supplier might charge a lower unit price, if a pro-
curement manager buys more than thousand units of a commodity
due to economies of scale on a finishing line. Overall, scale econo-
mies of this sort can arise from lower input costs to reductions in
unit cost as the size of a facility and the usage levels of other inputs
increase. Whereas economies of scale primarily refer to efficiencies
associated with supply-side changes, such as increasing or decreas-
ing the scale of production of a single product type, economies of

scope refer to efficiencies primarily associated with demand-side
changes, such as increasing or decreasing the scope of marketing
and distribution of different types of products. Traditional auction
formats as used in e-sourcing software, typically do not allow bid-
ders to specify such volume discounts or consider them in the
award allocation. Procurement managers often try to take volume
discounts into account using spreadsheet programs. Unfortunately,
the consideration of volume discounts leads to hard computational
problems as we will see in the following and it is unlikely that a
procurement manager would find cost minimal solutions using
heuristics in a spreadsheet program.

Combinatorial auctions allow for bids on packages of items and
are one possibility to address volume discounts in the auction de-
sign. There are a growing number of publications on combinatorial
auctions in the Information Systems literature (Ono et al. 2003;
Bichler et al. 2011; Adomavicius et al. 2012; Scheffel et al. 2011;
Hsieh and Lin 2012), and they seem to be a natural solution for
markets with economies of scale. CAs can be seen as the most gen-
eral type of market mechanism as they allow bidders to express
general valuations including substitutes and complements. Combi-
natorial auctions can well be used for procurement decisions with
multiple line items and large volumes of each. A multi-unit combi-
natorial auction allows for the specification of volume discounts
for different quantities of an item with a bundle price. While the
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winner determination is straightforward to model, the elicitation
of bidder preferences becomes a problem. For a single-unit combi-
natorial auction with n items, a bidder can submit 2n possible bids.
In a multi-unit combinatorial auction, the number of possible bids
grows super-exponentially with

Pn�1
i¼0 kn�i n

i

� �
, with k being the

number of units for each item. For example, with 10 items and 6
allowable quantities for each of them the supplier could specify
more than 270 million bids. Clearly, suppliers will only be able to
specify a small proportion of bids, and the auctioneer will most
likely not find the efficient, maybe not even a feasible allocation.

Compact bid languages provide a remedy for such markets.
Davenport and Kalagnanam (2000) were among the first authors
to discuss volume discount bids. Their bidding language requires
suppliers to specify continuous supply curves for each item, allow-
ing them to express economies of scale. They apply discounts only
to additional units above a threshold of a specific price interval. In
contrast to these Incremental (Volume Discount) Bids, Goossens et al.
(2007) proposed tiered bids, which we refer to as Total Quantity
Bids. The latter are valid for the entire volume of goods purchased
after a certain quantity threshold.

Fig. 1 provides an example of tiered bids, where a procurement
manager has a demand of 3000 units of one item only, and suppli-
ers are restricted to 2000 units. Supplier 1 charges a unit price of
$3.50 for up to 2000 units, while supplier 2 charges $4 for up to
1500, but only $2.50 per unit for the entire quantity, if the purchas-
ing manager bought 1500–2000 units. A greedy solution would be
to purchase 2000 units from supplier 3 and the remaining 1000
units from supplier 1, which would lead to 7500$. The optimal
solution is to buy 1500 units from supplier 2 and 1500 units
from supplier 3 resulting in a total cost of 1500 � 2$ +
1500 � 2.5$ = 6750$. Typically, there is not a single commodity
only but dozens, and the procurement manager needs to consider
allocation constraints on the number of winners or the allocation
per winner. The problem of finding the cost-minimal solution
can be shown to be NP-complete (Goossens et al. 2007).

In addition to the above discount policies, suppliers often pro-
vide rebates for a certain overall volume, such as a 3% rebate if they
sell items for more than a million. Such Lump Sum Rebates are a
possibility to express economies of scope across multiple items.
In most real-world procurement negotiations different suppliers
use different discount policies including incremental volume, total
quantity and lump sum rebates, and a procurement manager needs
to take all of them into account in an award decision. Bichler et al.
(2011) present an optimization formulation allowing for incre-
mental and total quantity discounts, as well as lump sum rebates
based on total spend or volume on different items. They formulate
the allocation problem as a mixed integer program, and analyze
the computational complexity and the empirical hardness of this
problem. The formulation allows for a rich bidding language and

a large number of discount policies that can be found in procure-
ment practice. The approach has already been applied successfully
in the field.

Such problems would have been considered intractable only a
few years ago for realistic problem sizes, but with recent advances
in hardware technology and algorithmic developments in integer
programming which allow for effective parallel implementations
of advanced branch-and-cut solvers on multiple cores, there is
hope to solve relevant problem sizes. However, with the use of
such optimization approaches in practice new problems arise,
which require new types of decision support for procurement
managers.

1.1. Decision support for scenario analysis1

Typically, complex procurement decisions are not met with a
single optimization. Procurement managers need to take multiple
allocation constraints into account and the cost minimal solution
across multiple line items needs to be found. Procurement manag-
ers analyze different scenarios in a sequence employing different
types of allocation constraints. For example, they want to set lower
and upper bounds for the number of suppliers or for the total
spend awarded to a single supplier or a group of suppliers, and
understand the impact of these constraints on total cost. This pro-
cess has been referred to as scenario navigation or scenario analysis
(Boutilier et al. 2004) and requires re-optimization of different ver-
sions of the problem with different constraints interactively in
minutes. Such an interactive usage poses tight time constraints
of a few minutes only on the solution time of each optimization
run.

One of the problems in scenario analysis is the large number of
parameters to explore. Typically, the parameters of interest are the
right hand sides of the allocation constraints, more specifically,
bounds on the number of winners, the volume awarded per bidder
or the demand of the buyer. Typically, procurement managers seek
for even cheaper solutions, or they want to learn about parameters,
which yield a total cost below a certain budget constraint. Due to
the fact that dual variables cannot readily be interpreted in a
mixed integer program, there is little guidance for procurement
managers as to which constraints have the biggest impact on total
cost or which combination of constraints they should relax in order
to achieve their goals. Therefore, scenario analysis often leads to
many optimization runs with many different combinations of
right-hand side parameters. The problem has not received
attention in the literature to our knowledge. However, in our field
work, the lack of effective scenario analysis turned out to be an
important criterion for the adoption of optimization approaches
in e-sourcing.

1.2. Contribution

Our contribution is twofold: First, we introduce a formulation of
the winner determination problem (SQSSA) that allows for effec-
tive scenario analysis. The formulation allows the specification of
acceptable bounds on the right-hand side parameters of the win-
ner determination problem and finds optimal allocations, which
minimally violate these bounds. So, rather than having to solve
many optimization problems with different parameter settings,
the procurement manager uses optimization to find the best solu-
tion within acceptable bounds of the right hand sides. The model is
in the spirit of literature on parametric integer programming
(Bradley et al. 1977). It draws on the supplier quantity selection

Fig. 1. Example of volume discount bids.

1 Note that we use scenario analysis for the specific use of task of analyzing
different award scenarios based on a set of bids and different allocation constraints.
The term is used in other contexts as well, but with a slightly different meaning.
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